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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

The Business Roundtable has no parent company, nor has it issued any 

stock.  
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INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE 

The Business Roundtable (BRT) is an association of chief executive officers 

of leading U.S. companies with over $6 trillion in annual revenues and more than 

14 million employees.  The BRT was founded on the belief that businesses should 

play an active and effective role in the formation of public policy, and participates 

in litigation as amicus curiae in a variety of contexts where important business 

interests are at stake.  The BRT also filed a brief at an earlier stage of this appeal. 

The BRT continues to have a significant interest in this appeal, because the 

district court’s rejection of the parties’ consent decree could potentially affect all of 

the BRT’s members.  Virtually every large company faces enforcement actions by 

federal regulators, and may choose to resolve such actions through consent de-

crees.  In many cases, however, companies would be unwilling or unable to settle 

enforcement actions if required to admit or deny each of the agency’s allegations.  

Since the district court’s decision could have a severely adverse effect on the 

BRT’s members, this brief addresses important legal principles that are relevant to 

the correct disposition of this appeal.  Fed. R. App. P. 2(b).* 

                                                 
 *  Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29(c)(5), the BRT states 
that no one besides the BRT, its members, or its counsel authored the brief in 
whole or in part or contributed money that was intended to fund preparing or 
submitting the brief. 
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BRIEF FOR BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE AS AMICUS CURIAE  
IN SUPPORT OF APPELLANTS 

The district court refused to approve the consent judgment entered into be-

tween Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion, for the principal reason that the settlement does not require Citigroup to admit 

the allegations on which the SEC brought its enforcement action.  In so doing, the 

district court—albeit undoubtedly well-intentioned—overstepped the limits of ju-

dicial cognizance, and competence, to review such settlements.  If district courts 

are allowed to second-guess negotiated resolutions on the ground that the underly-

ing facts have not been definitively established, agencies will be severely ham-

pered in their ability to bring and conclude enforcement actions; respondents will 

be forced to litigate to judgment when the cost of settlement may be less than the 

value of vindication; and the already overburdened judiciary will be clogged with 

unnecessary litigation.  This Court should disapprove the novel, and potentially 

dangerous, approach to reviewing settlement agreements adopted by the court 

below.    

I. Allowing Settlement Without Admission of Liability Is in the Interest of 
All Parties 

Parties have legitimate reasons to reach negotiated resolutions to disputes 

because litigation is time-consuming and expensive, and the outcome is uncertain.  

Litigants balance a number of factors in making compromise decisions, including 
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“the value of the particular proposed compromise, the perceived likelihood of ob-

taining a still better settlement, the prospects of coming out better, or worse, after a 

full trial, and the resources that would need to be expended in the attempt.”  SEC v. 

Citigroup Global Markets Inc., 673 F.3d 158, 164 (2d Cir. 2012).  And it is often 

in the interest of all parties—the agency, the regulated entity, the public, and the 

judiciary—to reach and enforce a negotiated settlement rather than litigate to 

judgment or verdict.  No matter how strong each party views its respective posi-

tion, neither can be assured of victory in advance of judgment; frequently litigants 

will elect to lay down their arms before then, with the beneficial side-effect of free-

ing up the tribunal to attend to other matters. 

The Supreme Court has endorsed the use of consent decrees on several 

occasions, due to the “time, expense, and inevitable risk of litigation” that parties 

are able to avoid.  United States v. Armour & Co., 402 U.S. 673, 681 (1971); see 

also Swift & Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 311, 324–27 (1928).  And because of 

this “strong federal policy favoring the approval and enforcement of consent 

decrees” (SEC v. Wang, 944 F.2d 80, 85 (2d Cir. 1991)), courts have exercised rel-

atively restrained judicial review, allowing parties the latitude to fashion reasona-

ble settlements, see, e.g., SEC v. Randolph, 736 F.2d 525, 529 (9th Cir. 1984) 

(“Unless a consent decree is unfair, inadequate, or unreasonable, it ought to be 
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approved”).  Very few settlements, historically, have failed that standard at the ap-

pellate level, and for good reason. 

An often critical aspect of settlement in the enforcement action context is the 

defendant’s ability to neither admit nor deny the agency’s allegations.  The Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission has therefore for decades included language in its 

settlement documents allowing defendants to do so.  SEC v. Vitesse Semiconductor 

Corp., 771 F. Supp. 2d 304, 308–10 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“Court approval of 

settlements in which the defendants resolve the serious allegations of fraud brought 

against them ‘without admitting or denying the allegations of the Complaint’ … is 

nothing new”).  This is not an ad hoc or off-the-cuff practice, but rather has been 

the subject of formal publication in agency rules.  See Consent Decrees in Judicial 

or Administrative Proceedings, Securities Act Rel. No. 33-5337 (Nov. 28, 1972); 

17 C.F.R. § 2025.5(e) (codifying this practice). 

Indeed, virtually every federal agency with enforcement powers enters into 

settlements with defendants that agree to the terms of a consent decree without 

admitting to the conduct alleged in the complaint.  See, e.g., United States v. 

Microsoft Corp., 56 F.3d 1448, 1461 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (“Ordinarily, defendants do 

not admit to having violated the antitrust or other laws alleged as violated in 

complaints that are settled”); FTC v. Chembio Diagnostic Sys., Inc., 2001 WL 

34129746, at *11 (E.D.N.Y. Jan. 16, 2001); CFTC v. Kelly, 1998 WL 1053710, at 
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*2, *5 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 5, 1998).  Courts have consistently approved such consent 

judgments notwithstanding a defendant’s failure to admit material allegations in 

the complaint.  See, e.g., Swift, 276 U.S. at 327; Microsoft, 56 F.3d at 1461.  

Settlement without admission of liability is an important tool for agencies in 

furtherance of their enforcement responsibilities.  Such settlements allow the 

Commission to “put the public on notice of what laws [the Commission] believe[s] 

have been violated,” without necessarily litigating the claims through final 

judgment.  Robert Khuzami, Director of the Division of Enforcement of the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission, Remarks Before the Consumer Federation 

of America’s Financial Service Conference (Dec. 1, 2011), available at 

http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/2011/spch120111rk.htm.  Every federal agency 

operates under a limited budget.  And an agency’s ability to settle enforcement ac-

tions allows the agency “to conserve its own and judicial resources” (SEC v. Clif-

ton, 700 F.2d 744, 748 (D.C. Cir. 1983)), given that the agency must assess not on-

ly “whether a violation has occurred, but whether agency resources are best spent 

on this violation or another, whether the agency is likely to succeed if it acts, 

whether the particular enforcement action requested best fits the agency’s overall 

policies, and, indeed, whether the agency has enough resources to undertake the 

action at all,” Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985). 
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A settlement order entered in a federal enforcement action, even where the 

defendant does not admit liability, may provide significant benefits to the public, 

as it may bring relief to injured parties more expeditiously than “a long wait”—and 

an uncertain one—“for a judicial finding of wrongdoing.”  Samuel Issacharoff & 

Robert H. Klonoff, The Public Value of Settlement, 78 Fordham L. Rev. 1177, 

1196–97 (2009).  The public’s interest in obtaining speedy relief—for example, 

cessation of ongoing violations, deterrence of future violations, and recovery of ill-

gotten gains which may be used to recompense injured parties—often outweighs 

the agency’s interest in obtaining admissions of wrongdoing and a final judgment 

against a defendant.  Citizens for a Better Environment v. Gorsuch, 718 F.2d 1117, 

1126 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (“Not only the parties, but the general public as well, benefit 

from the saving of time and money that results from the voluntary settlement of lit-

igation”).  

The swift resolution of an enforcement action is often in the corporate re-

spondent’s interest as well, both to achieve certainty with respect to monetary and 

other consequences and to minimize the continuing reputational impact of being 

the target of an ongoing lawsuit.  The terms on which such an action is resolved 

may be important to defending claims in related litigation, obtaining insurance 

coverage, prudently managing defense costs, retaining the ability to attract and 

retain qualified directors and officers, access to the capital markets, and other 
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ongoing business decisions that are exogenous to the matter being settled.  An ad-

mission of liability can have severe collateral estoppel consequences for a compa-

ny, which could be bound in future litigation and thereby exposed to enormous po-

tential liability.  This potential exposure resulting from admitting liability would 

make settlement prohibitive in a large number of enforcement actions, forcing 

companies to litigate claims by an agency to judgment, regardless of the merit of 

the allegations.   

Finally, the justice system could not afford (in time or money) to try every 

civil or criminal case or every enforcement action.  Agencies must be permitted to 

settle enforcement actions.  And because defendants “might well not consent to 

settle on a basis that requires it to admit liability” (Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 163), the 

district court’s decision, if affirmed, would mean more litigation for the already 

overburdened federal judiciary to oversee.   

II. The District Court’s Refusal to Defer to the Agency’s Determination on 
Public Policy and the Proper Use of the Agency’s Enforcement Re-
sources Warrants Reversal 

Due to the complexity of balancing agency resources, the public interest, and 

the interest of the regulated entities, decisions such as whether to bring an en-

forcement action and whether to settle an action with or without an admission of 

guilt are “generally committed to an agency’s absolute discretion.”  Heckler, 470 

U.S. at 831.  This flows from both Article II, section 3 of the U.S. Constitution and 
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section 701(a)(2) of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 701(a)(2); see 

Microsoft, 56 F.3d at 1457 (reversing district judge that “impermissibly arrogated 

to himself the President’s role ‘to take care that the laws be faithfully executed’”) 

(quoting U.S. Const. art. II, § 3).  This Court is therefore correct that it is not “the 

proper function of federal courts to dictate policy to executive administrative agen-

cies.”  Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 163. 

This is because, among other reasons, “Courts cannot intelligently supervise 

the [Commission]’s allocation of its staff’s time.”  Bd. of Trade v. SEC, 883 F.2d 

525, 531 (7th Cir. 1989).  “[A]lthough judges see clearly the claim the 

Commission has declined to redress, they do not see all the tasks the staff may not 

accomplish with the time released.”  Id.; see also Heckler, 470 U.S. at 831 (“an 

agency decision not to enforce often involves a complicated balancing of a number 

of factors which are peculiarly within its expertise”).   

The Commission in this case determined, based on its review of a number of 

factors such as the value of the compromise, the perceived likelihood of success, 

and the resources necessary to litigate to judgment that the disgorgement proposed 

by the consent judgment was “appropriate” and that the civil penalty was “signifi-

cant” and “appropriate.”  Dkt #21 at 6–7.  The Commission also concluded that the 

proposed remedial undertakings were “narrowly tailored” and “appropriate.”  Id. 
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The district court did not suggest that the Commission failed to consider rel-

evant factors, exhibited any sort of bias, or failed to make a reasoned decision; 

“[t]he court simply disagreed.”  Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 164.  The court determined 

that the penalty “was pocket change” and that the Commission got nothing from 

the settlement besides “a quick headline.”  SEC v. Citigroup Global Markets Inc., 

2011 WL 5903733, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 28, 2011).  The court also questioned the 

fairness of the settlement to Citigroup, even though Citigroup entered into the set-

tlement voluntarily.  Id. at *5–6. 

The district court’s decision, if upheld, would place courts in the position of 

impermissibly micro-managing agencies’ enforcement decisions.  The district 

court raised substantial concerns with the wisdom of the SEC’s policy of allowing 

respondents to settle without admitting wrongdoing, and the SEC has subsequently 

revised its policy in relation to settlements where the same defendant has made 

admissions in parallel criminal proceedings.  See Robert Khuzami, Director of the 

Division of Enforcement of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Public 

Statement by SEC Staff:  Recent Policy Change (Jan. 7, 2012), available at 

http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/2012/spch010712rsk.htm.  But while such an in-

ter-branch dialogue might have laudable consequences, “federal judges—who have 

no constituency—have a duty to respect legitimate policy choices made by those 

who do.  The responsibilities for assessing the wisdom of such policy choices and 
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resolving the struggle between competing views of the public interest are not judi-

cial ones.”  Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 

U.S. 837, 866 (1984); see also Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 163–64.  The federal courts 

are not well-positioned to calibrate the monetary and non-monetary aspects of a 

negotiated resolution when they are not called upon to make adjudicative findings.  

What may strike one as a small amount might strike another as large, particularly if 

the underlying case is difficult to prove.  And the value of a resolution alone may 

be important to preserving a corporation’s good will, particularly when media re-

ports can have a greater effect on corporate reputations (and fortunes) than mone-

tary transfers. 

Particularly problematic is the district court’s rejection of the settlement 

based on its perception of the “public interest.”  Citigroup, 2011 WL 5903733, at 

*2.  There is no support for the court’s second-guessing of the Commission’s de-

termination that settlement with Citigroup was in the public’s interest.  See Mi-

crosoft, 56 F.3d at 1459 (noting the “constitutional difficulties that inhere” in a 

“public interest” judicial review of consent judgments); Wang, 944 F.2d at 85 

(consent judgments “ought to be approved” so long as they are not “unfair, inade-

quate, or unreasonable”); Randolph, 736 F.2d at 530 (the “initial determination 

whether the consent decree is in the public interest is best left to the SEC and its 

decision deserves [the court’s] deference”).   
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Indeed, the “public interest” is not part of the time-tested standard for judi-

cial approval of regulatory settlements.  As this Court noted, while a district court 

must analyze the interest of the public when entering an injunction, the approval of 

a proposed consent judgment is not an exercise in the district court’s powers of in-

junction.  Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 163 n.1.  Neither Winter v. Natural Resources De-

fense Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 24 (2008), nor eBay, Inc. v. MercExchange, 547 

U.S. 388, 391 (2006), support the district court’s “public interest” analysis; in both 

cases the district court entered a preliminary or permanent injunction, which re-

quired the court to consider the public consequences.  There is no such requirement 

when a district court approves a consent judgment.  See Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 163 

n.1.  The agency—not the district court—is entrusted with the authority to deter-

mine what is in the public interest. 

The district court also objected to the settlement because “it d[id] not know 

the facts” (Citigroup, 2011 WL 5903773, at *5–6), but that objection is not well-

taken.  As an initial matter, the Commission did provide a substantial factual basis 

for the settlement.  The agency engaged in a lengthy investigation of Citigroup, 

and provided the evidentiary record it amassed to the district court along with the 

particular evidence supporting the consent judgment.  Dkt #21 at 16–22; see 

Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 165–66.  Moreover, the district court was wrong as a legal 

matter in stating that it could only approve the settlement based on “cold, hard, sol-
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id facts, established either by admissions or by trials.”  Citigroup, 2011 WL 

5903733, at *6.  If this were true, respondents would be required either to admit 

the agency’s allegations or to litigate the case to final judgment.  See Carson v. 

Am. Brands, Inc., 450 U.S. 79, 87 (1981) (“By refusing to enter the proposed con-

sent decree, the District Court effectively ordered the parties to proceed to trial and 

to have their respective rights and liabilities established within limits laid down by 

that court”).  The historical experience has been to the contrary, for the simple rea-

son that the parties will always know more about the facts of a particular case than 

the tribunal in which it is pending.  The court must be given enough information to 

discharge its obligations, but approving a settlement does not require—indeed, 

cannot require—a trial on the merits.  Otherwise we would have no settlements. 

The district court criticized settlements based solely on allegations, rather 

than admissions, because allegations have “no evidentiary value and no collateral 

estoppel effect.”  Citigroup, 2011 WL 5903733, at *6.  But the ability to settle an 

enforcement action without “collateral estoppel effect” is a virtue of the current 

system, not a vice.  Agency enforcement actions frequently draw “follow-on” suits 

by civil plaintiffs—as Citigroup’s experience here attests.  If the company admits 

the allegations in the enforcement proceeding, it may be foreclosed from contest-

ing them in a civil suit.  This potential magnification of exposure and liability is a 

powerful disincentive to admitting regulatory allegations in the context of a less-
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than-global settlement.  “Requiring such an admission would in most cases under-

mine any chance for compromise.”  Citigroup, 673 F.3d at 165. 

This is not to suggest that district courts should simply “rubber-stamp” all 

settlements presented to them for approval.  Where judicial approval is required, it 

must be sought by the parties, and given (or withheld) by the court, pursuant to 

generally applicable standards.  In the context of a negotiated resolution to a feder-

al agency enforcement action, the court must find that the settlement is fair, ade-

quate, and reasonable.  Randolph, 736 F.2d at 529.  That standard is lenient but not 

toothless; it allows (indeed, requires) a court to scrutinize a settlement using those 

established metrics.  That scrutiny, however, need not and often cannot include in-

sistence on conclusive establishment of the facts on which the action was initiated, 

and it is in this respect that the court below primarily strayed from the historical 

standard. 

Some have suggested that judicial approval of settlements reflects a defect in 

the adversarial system, but it is the adversaries themselves who have determined 

that a negotiated resolution is in their individual and mutual best interests.  A ro-

bust and vibrant adversarial system of adjudication does not require litigation to 

final judgment, as the everyday experiences of our federal courts demonstrates.  

Litigants in every conceivable context—e.g., civil, criminal, class actions, and 

agency enforcement actions—cooperate in either seeking dismissal of an action or 
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obtaining court approval after the parties agree to settle a dispute.  The parties’ co-

operation in presenting a settlement to the court does not make them any less ad-

verse or the agreed settlement necessarily unfair or unreasonable.  

The dire consequences of approving the district court’s novel and potentially 

dangerous approach to second-guessing proposed consent decrees would include 

depriving agencies of a vital enforcement tool that in many cases provides signifi-

cant benefit to the public; forcing respondents to litigate cases to final judgment at 

great cost even when they have knowingly chosen to abjure potentially meritorious 

defenses; and imposing onerous burdens on an already overworked judiciary.  On-

ly the most extraordinary countervailing benefits could possibly outweigh these 

significant impositions.  Such benefits have not been shown on this record, and the 

reasons for disapproving the settlement advanced by and on behalf of the district 

court cannot justify departing from decades of practice in which agencies and re-

spondents have negotiated and resolved their disputes in good faith, subject only to 

judicial review far more restrained than that exercised by the district court here. 
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CONCLUSION 

The district court’s order refusing to approve the consent decree should be 

reversed. 

Respectfully submitted this 21st day of May, 2012. 

        /s/ Mark A. Perry                  _ 
GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP 
Mark A. Perry 
1050 Connecticut Ave, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
(202) 887-3667 
MPerry@gibsondunn.com 
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This brief complies with the type-volume limitation of Fed. R. App. 

P. 32(a)(7)(B), the typeface requirement of Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(5), and the 
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